
Motion Mobile X-Ray System

Mobile.
Affordable.
Upgradable.
Uniquely Designed. Digital Ready.

S M A R T  I M A G I N G  S O L U T I O N S

Motion Mobile X-ray System Not for Sale in North America.

https://www.carestream.com


Designed with Your Needs –  
and Budget – in Mind.

Make a Fast and Easy
Transition to Lite.

Many small- and mid-sized facilities have a real need for mobile 
X-ray capabilities. But their budgets are often stretched too tight 
as they are. The Motion Mobile System solves both of these issues, 
making it economically feasible for nearly any facility. Consider its 
advanced feature set – and consider the value.

Go Digital, Whenever You’re Ready.
Simply add the DRX-Transportable System/Lite and its wireless 
tablet with a DR Detector, and Motion Mobile becomes a full 
digital system with the image quality and accelerated work�ow 
that only DR imaging can provide. This makes Motion Mobile a 
highly economical bridge from analog or CR to the performance 
power of DR.

Bottom line? You can make a quick transition to DR at any time – 
with no fear of technology obsolescence. Plus, you’ll enjoy the 
con�dence of knowing your system will have a long, usable life 
well into the future.

Affordable Imaging on 
the Move.

Advantages at a Glance
• Light, compact and easy to transport.
• Intuitive touchscreen for ease of operation.
• Rapid, precise positioning, thanks to a manual light-beam collimator.
• Fast, easy upgrade to digital with the addition of our lightweight, 

wireless tablet.

When every patient who needs an imaging 
exam must be transported to an X-ray room, 
disadvantages abound. Frail or critically ill 
patients can experience discomfort or trauma 
while being moved. Meanwhile, work�ow 
slows. Costs escalate. And exams, diagnoses 
and treatment can all be delayed.

Now, meet the CARESTREAM Motion Mobile 
X-ray System. It’s a highly affordable, analog 
mobile unit – small, lightweight and easy to use. 

Best of all, it provides you with a simple, 
cost-effective upgrade to didital whenever 
you’re ready – with the simple addition of our 
CARESTREAM DRX-Transportable/Lite. It uses a 
lightweight, wireless tablet to give you complete 
control of the system and displays your images 
once you acquire them.

The DRX-Transportable System/Lite features 
wireless tablet operation. There’s no bulky 
electronics box required, and no need to work 
from a �xed console – you can move freely 
around the exam room. A DR Detector and 
battery charger complete the system.
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The 32kW-capacitor discharge
generator supports a full 
range of clinical applications.

The tilt-step feature lifts wheels 
over small obstacles and allows 
easier access to elevators.

Your choice of Manual or Anatomical 
Programmed Radiography (APR) 
mode provides quick and easy selection
of your exam technique.

The eight-inch touchscreen monitor 
with easy-to-set protocols is simple 
to learn and use.

The manual light-beam collimator
allows fast, accurate patient 
positioning.

Optional DAP provides the relevant 
information needed for monitoring 
patient X-ray dose.

Industry-Leading Performance: Meet Our Family of DR Detectors.
Our portfolio of DR detectors includes wireless, shareable and �xed models to meet your demands based on exam type,
detector size, dosage level and budget.

Discover the right detector for your needs at carestream.com/detectors.

Feature Rich. Digital Ready.

https://www.carestream.com/detectors
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NO MATTER WHICH ROAD YOU’RE ON, 

WE’LL GET YOU WHERE
YOU NEED TO GO.

S M A R T  I M A G I N G  S O L U T I O N S

The Fastest Route to a Successful Imaging Future.
As you travel to the future of imaging, what’s your next step? Perhaps you need to 
accelerate your X-ray work�ow. Or add a new imaging solution to your facility 
to provide better patient care. 

Wherever you’re headed, we have the smart solutions you need: Full-digital imaging 
rooms and leading-edge mobile units. Wireless, shareable detectors and CR-to-DR 
retro�t kits. Affordable CR systems. Advanced digital imagers and our Managed 
Print Solutions service. And as always, the gold-standard in X-ray �lm technology.

Start Mapping Your Route Today.
From small clinics, urgent care facilities and specialty practices to large hospitals 
and imaging centers, every facility will �nd a Carestream solution to meet the most 
speci�c needs. Visit carestream.com and start your journey to greater productivity 
and a higher standard of patient care.

Carestream also offers Non-Destructive Testing solutions to help ensure quality  
and safety in the aerospace, petrochemical and other industries, as well as 
Contract Manufacturing to bring innovative coated products to market.

A Community of Service and Support.
For dependable service, look to
our Customer Success Network.
We work continuously to improve
your imaging performance, help 
you to innovate as needs change,
and make the most of your budget
and resources. Carestream’s Customer Success Network
surrounds you with a dynamic team of experts, with a
Single Point of Entry for easy, customized access to the
right people in every situation. You and your patients 
will bene�t from the expertise and best practices only
Carestream can deliver.

Eclipse:
Harness the Power of
Decades of Innovation.
Carestream’s Eclipse is the engine behind our innovative
imaging software. It uses AI technology and proprietary
algorithms to signi�cantly increase the value of the
entire imaging chain, from capture to diagnosis.
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